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A B S T R A C T

Accurate estimation of the daily radiotherapy dose is challenging in a multi-institutional collaboration when the
institution specific treatment planning system (TPS) is not available. We developed and evaluated a method to
tackle this problem. Residual errors in daily estimations were minimized with single correction based on the
planned dose. For nine patients, medians of the absolute estimation errors for targets and OARs were less than
0.2 Gy (Dmean), 0.3 Gy (D1), and 0.1 Gy (D99). In general, mimicking errors were significantly smaller than dose
differences caused by anatomical changes. The demonstrated accuracy may facilitate dose accumulation in a
multi-institutional/multi-vendor setting.

1. Introduction

Anatomical changes over the course of radiotherapy may induce
differences between planned and delivered dose [1–3]. Early detec-
tion of such discrepancies may facilitate effective adaptive inter-
ventions [4], while dose effect relations on delivered dose may im-
prove toxicity modeling [5]. Daily images, acquired routinely for
Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT), can serve as basis for dose re-
calculations to estimate the daily delivered dose. Most studies that
include daily recalculated dose are limited to a single institute with a
single vendor treatment planning system (TPS) for dose recalcula-
tions [6–8]. To extend the use of daily delivered dose in multi-in-
stitutional studies with multiple-vendor TPSs, such as the ARTFORCE
study [9], is challenging since plans are often not exchangeable be-
tween TPSs, dose models may differ, and institution machine spe-
cifics are unknown.

To overcome these challenges, we propose a new method to esti-
mate daily delivered dose by using an external TPS that can optimize a
new treatment plan to deliver the same dose distribution as the planned
from the institutional TPS. Residual errors in daily estimations are
minimized with a single correction based on the planned dose. In this
technical note, we explore this method for nine head and neck cancer
(HNC) patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient/treatment data

Nine HNC patients, treated in the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek hospital,
with considerable anatomy changes during treatment were retro-
spectively selected (Supplementary Table 1 for dose distribution ab-
breviations). Institutional review board approval was obtained. All
patients had received non-adaptive radiotherapy with an Elekta Sy-
nergy linac (Elekta Oncology Systems Ltd., Crawley, West Sussex, UK).
All patients received a planning CT (pCT) scan (3 mm slice thickness)
on which targets and organs-at-risk (OARs) were contoured. Volumetric
modulated arc therapy plans with simultaneous integrated boost were
generated using the TPS Pinnacle (version 9.10, Philips Radiation On-
cology Systems, Fitchburg, WI), which we call institutional TPS (TPSI)
for the rest of this note. Planned dose is denoted as DTPS,0. Dose cal-
culation grid size was 3 mm isotropically. High risk planning target
volume (PTV1) and elective (PTV2) were prescribed to receive 70 Gy and
54.25 Gy in 35 fractions. Daily cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT) scans, with a field of view (FOV) of × ×40 cm 40 cm 25 cm,
were acquired for all the patients prior to irradiation for online setup
correction by multi-clipbox registration [10].

2.2. Mimic-plans

The RayStation TPS (version 5, RaySearch Laboratories AB,
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Stockholm, Sweden), which we call mimicking TPS (TPSM) for the rest
of this note, can automatically generate mimic-plans of other treatment
plans using a dose mimicking algorithm [11,12]. In this study, mimic-
plans were generated by mimicking the planned dose as created by
TPSI . First, the pCT, treatment plan, planned dose distribution, and
structure sets, originally generated with TPSI were imported in TPSM .
Next, we selected a template treatment machine from a library, which
best resembled (e.g. Elekta Synergy, 6MV) the one actually used for
patient treatment. Mimic-plans were optimized by minimizing a cost
function on differences in mean/maximum/minimum dose between
planned dose and mimic-dose (Dmimic,0) for targets, OARs, and an ex-
ternal contour. Weighting factors ranking the importance of dosimetric
parameters were all set to one. The dose calculation grid size was 3 mm
isotropically.

2.3. Dose recalculation

Since CBCT Hounsfield Units and associated dose calculation ac-
curacy are limited [13], a simulated daily CT (sCT) was generated in-
dependent from TPSM as follows [14]: 1) deformable image registration
(DIR) deformed CBCT onto pCT (after setup correction) using an in-
house B-spline based algorithm [15,16], 2) sCT was created with an
inverse of the DIR deforming the pCT onto the CBCT. For outside of
CBCT’s FOV, the rigid component of the DIR was used to patch the pCT.
Daily dose at f th fraction was estimated by recalculating the treatment
plan on the sCT with the TPSI (DTPS f, ). This daily dose was used as a
gold standard for evaluating daily dose estimated by methods proposed
in Section 2.4. As the largest anatomical changes typically occur at the
end of treatment, we only evaluated dose at the last fraction for this
study.

2.4. Method to estimate daily dose

A schematic representation of an estimation method for the deliv-
ered dose with TPSM is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Our goal was to
estimate DTPS f, using DTPS,0, Dmim,0, and Dmim,0 recalculated on the sCT
in TPSM (Dmim f, ). As the mimic-plan was not an exact copy of the ori-
ginal plan, the mimicked dose included mimic-errors
( =D D De. g. in the pCT: mim mim TPS,0 ,0 ,0), which propagated to

errors in Dmim f, ( =D D De. g. in the sCT: mim f mim f TPS f, , , ). Therefore,
to reduce mimic-errors, daily dose was estimated by calculating:

=D D Dest f mim f mim, , ,0. Dmim,0 works as corrections for mimic-errors
on the assumption that mimic-errors in the sCT is approximated by
those in the pCT: D D~mim f mim, ,0. Note that Dmim,0 was applied in the
daily CT reference field without deformations although these dose
distributions were not calculated on the same anatomy. The rationale
behind this approach was the observation that mimic-errors were
mostly associated with the machine coordinate system (e.g. MLC posi-
tions) rather than the patient coordinate system. For dosimetric eva-
luation, dose distributions were mapped on the pCT using the DIRs
obtained in Section 2.3.

2.5. Dosimetric evaluations

Accuracy of Dmim,0 was compared to that of DTPS,0 for absolute errors
in dosimetric parameters (D D D/ /mean 1 99) for regions of interest (ROIs):
PTV1, PTV2, ipsilateral/contralateral parotid gland (IPG/CPG), con-
strictor muscle (CM), oral cavity (OC), and spinal cord (SC). We eval-
uated the dosimetric accuracy of Dest f, and Dmim f, compared to DTPS f,
regarding absolute errors in the dosimetric parameters, voxel-by-voxel
absolute dose errors (DE), and dose volume histogram (DVH) curves.
Additionally, the absolute estimation errors were compared to dose
differences (DDs) induced by anatomical changes calculated as absolute
differences in the parameters between DTPS f, and DTPS,0. Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests were performed to 1) compare the absolute estimation
errors with the absolute DDs induced by anatomical changes and 2)
compare the absolute estimation errors of Dest f, with those of Dmim f,
using SciPy (version 0.19.1) (statistical significance of p-value< 0.05
with multiple tests correction of Benjamini-Hochberg procedure). All
dosimetric evaluations were performed in the pCT using DIRs employed
to deform CBCT onto pCT.

3. Results

3.1. Mimic-plan

Mimic-plan accuracy was evaluated with the absolute differences
between planned dose and mimic-dose. DEs in mimic-dose larger than

Fig. 1. Distributions of (a) planned dose, DTPS,0, (b) mimic dose, Dmim,0, (c) mimic dose during treatment, Dmim f, , (d) absolute mimic dose error in the planning CT,
D| |mim,0 , (e) during treatment without correction, D| |mim f, and f) during treatment with correction, D| |est f, ( =D D Dest f mim f mim, , ,0).
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3 Gy were more pronounced in the regions not included in the opti-
mization objectives than in the ROIs (Fig. 1(d)). Additionally, differ-
ences in dosimetric parameters between planned dose and mimic-dose
for the ROIs for the nine patients were assessed (Supplementary Fig. 2).
The medians of the errors in the dosimetric parameters for ROIs were
less than 0.6 Gy (Dmean), 0.8 Gy (D1), and 2.7 Gy (D99).

3.2. Estimated daily dose accuracy

Dmim f, and Dest f, were evaluated compared to DTPS f, . The error dis-
tribution of Dmim f, in daily CT was similar to the dose mimicking error
distribution in the pCT (Fig. 1(d-e)). In contrast, error of Dest f,
( =D D Dest f est f TPS f, , , ) was small over the whole scan (Fig. 1.(f)). The
DVH curves for Dest f, were closer to the gold standard D( )TPS f, than those
for Dmim f, (Supplementary Fig. 3). Regarding voxel-by-voxel accuracy,
the percentage of the voxels with DEs for Dest f, <2% of the prescribed
dose was>98% for targets/OARs, and 95% for the volume planned to
receive> 50% of the prescribed dose to PTV2 (V50%). Without correc-
tion, Dmin f, , these percentages were>74% (targets/OARs) and 64.9%
(V50%) (Supplementary Fig. 4).

Dmim f, and Dest f, were also evaluated on dosimetric parameters for
the ROIs. The medians of the discrepancies were less than 0.2 Gy
(Dmean), 0.3 Gy (D1), and 0.1 Gy (D99) for Dest f, whereas they were less
than 0.6 Gy, 0.6 Gy, and 1.9 Gy for Dmim f, (Fig. 1, Supplementary
Table 2). The discrepancies for Dest f, were significantly smaller than
those for Dmim f, (11/21 ROIs)(p-value < 0.05) (Supplementary
Table 4). Furthermore, we compared the mimicking errors with dif-
ferences arising from anatomical changes (Fig. 2). For a large majority
of the dosimetric parameters (15/21 ROIs), the errors for Dest f, were
significantly smaller (p-value < 0.05) than the DDs induced by ana-
tomical changes ( Dmean from 1.0 Gy to 4.3 Gy), indicating that the
detection threshold was sufficient to find significant DDs induced by
anatomy changes in 15/21 ROIs. Without correction, i.e., in Dmin f, ,
sensitivity was only sufficient to find true DDs in 10/21 ROIs
(Supplementary Table 4).

4. Discussion

We developed a novel method to estimate daily dose with a TPS that
can mimic treatment plans from other TPSs. The method was evaluated
for estimating delivered dose in the last fraction for nine HNC patients
and for a single combination of TPS and treatment machine. The pro-
posed method demonstrated accurate dosimetric estimation of the im-
pact of anatomical changes.

In line with previous studies, we found that mimic-plans were not
exact copies of original plans and exhibited errors in mimic-doses
[11,12]. To improve the accuracy of dose estimations in daily scans, we
introduced a correction derived from the mimic planned dose
( = D DD )mim mim TPS,0 ,0 ,0 . As a result, the median errors were less
than 0.2 Gy (Dmean), 0.3 Gy (D1), and 0.1 Gy (D99) for targets/OARs. A
systematic review on changes in OAR dose in HNC patients showed
typical change in PG Dmean of> 2 Gy [17] while a dose accumulation
study in our institute showed OAR Dmean changes from 0.4 Gy (SC) to
1.2 Gy (IPG) [6]. This suggests that our method can be used to estimate
daily doses accurate enough to observe relevant dose changes during
treatments. Furthermore, our method can be potentially applied for
dose accumulation, where voxels receiving significant dose should be
accurately aligned [18]. The voxel-by-voxel DEs were smaller than ty-
pical dose accumulation uncertainties (91% of voxels within 2% DDs
among different DIRs [19] and 90% of voxels within 2% DE when sCT
replaced rCT [20]).

Regarding mimic-plan accuracy, relatively small DEs were found in
the ROIs while larger errors were found in undefined regions. Secondly,
due to the design of the cost-function for optimizing the mimic-plan
(constraints on mean/min/max DDs with planned), discrepancies may
arise in large volumes. Here the driving force is determined by large
min/max DEs (single voxels) while substantial subvolumes with hot/
cold spots can remain because they cancel out in the mean DEs. The
mimicking dose objectives were empirically selected but a further re-
finement could be possible. An alternative to dose mimicking would be
to import the treatment plan and recalculate the dose using general
template machine parameters. Due to differences between TPSs in how

Fig. 2. Boxplots of absolute errors in dosimetric parameters for Dmim f, (light blue) and Dest f, (red) and absolute differences in the parameters caused by anatomical
changes (DTPS,0 vs. DTPS f, ) (green) for high risk planning target volume (PTV1) and elective (PTV2), ipsilateral and contralateral parotid gland (IPG and CPG),
constrictor muscle (CM), oral cavity (OC), and spinal cord (SC) for nine patients. A few outliers are not shown in the graphs for visualization purpose. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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they handle machine constraints, only a subset of plans would be eli-
gible for such an approach and differences can be larger without an
effort to minimize differences between the original and recalculated
dose distribution.

Ground truth dose calculations were made with a sCT, deformed
from CBCT, which may not accurately represent the CBCT anatomy due
to the DIR inaccuracy. As a result, DDs may arise compared to direct
(ideal) CBCT dose calculations. However, the sCT could have been re-
placed with a repeat CT (rCT), without anatomy errors, with little
consequences for the presented results since the comparison was made
between calculated dose with and without correction. Our purpose was
not to obtain the best CBCT-based dose calculation, but to evaluate the
performances of mimic-plans plus correction. In fact, using the DIR to
both create a sCT and map the recalculated dose back to the pCT in-
herently leads to a consistent mapping of the dose without errors, better
than can be expected from a rCT plus DIR.

There are several limitations in this study. First, only HNC patients
were evaluated, requiring further evaluations for other tumor sites.
Second, only a single combination of institutional and external TPS, and
treatment machine, was evaluated. Whether the proposed approach
extends new TPS and other machines needs to be evaluated. Finally, the
number of patients was small, so caution is warranted before drawing
definitive conclusions.

A future application of the presented method is dose accumulation
in multi-institutional collaborations where a single institution with a
DA infrastructure estimates daily doses and accumulate the doses over
fractions for other institutions’ patients. This is useful because a dose
accumulation infrastructure is not currently clinical routine in many
institutions.

In conclusion, we have developed a method to accurately estimate
daily dose with a TPS that supports plan mimicking. By applying a
correction to account for residual DEs, we found that the accuracy was
sufficient to observe relevant dose changes during HNC radiotherapy.
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